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Summary

Whether in the West or in China, the development of female art relies on social factors that have traditionally been dominated by patriarchy. Women artists were only appendages with no discourse. They did not participate in the creation of art in ancient times and received little social identification and recognition. In China, women were almost entirely absent from the art history. The majority of this group of women artists is "lost" in the images and texts of the history of art.

This dissertation focuses on the impact of western feminism on the art made by Chinese artists in China. It investigates women's visual art and artists by re-establishing the names and works of many women artists ignored by mainstream art history in the period from 1900 to 1990. It provide the development of Chinese feminism from a cultural philosophical perspective, employing critical western liberal feminist theories to examine the (post 1980s) (re-) construction of Chinese female art. Chinese female artists, many of whom have influenced the growth and formalization of Chinese feminist theory, have thus strived to construct a new culture of gender equality and interdependence via their encouragement of freedom and tolerance. Women's art has moved from the periphery to the center of art circles and discourse from patriarchy.
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